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OVERVIEW

TIMKEN

A

TIMKEN. WHERE YOU TURN.
Turn to Timken to move ahead of the competition and stand out 

as a leader in your industry.

When you turn to us, you receive more than high-quality 

products and services; you acquire a worldwide team of highly 

trained and experienced associates, eager to help you keep 

production rates high and downtime low.

Whether it is a wheel assembly for a family vehicle, bearings 

outfitted for a deep-sea oil drilling rig, repair services for rail 

bearings or steel for an aircraft engine shaft, we supply the 

products and services you need that help keep the world 

turning.

FRICTION MANAGEMENT  
SOLUTIONS – A TOTAL SYSTEMS 
APPROACH
Your industry is ever-changing, from the evolution of advanced 

motion-control systems to the demands from your customers. 

Turn to us to stay ahead of the curve. 

We use our friction-management know-how to offer solutions 

that maximize performance, fuel-efficiency and equipment 

life. We also offer integrated services that extend well 

beyond bearings, including condition monitoring systems and 

services, encoders and sensors, seals, premium lubricants and 

lubricators. 

Timken’s wide range of friction management solutions can 

include evaluations of your entire system – not just individual 

components. This provides cost-effective solutions to help you 

reach specific application goals. Working together, we help 

you meet these demands and ensure all your systems  

run smoothly.
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TECHNOLOGY THAT MOVES YOU
Innovation is one of our core values, and we’re known for our 

ability to solve engineering challenges. 

We focus on improving performance in the most difficult 

applications, and we’re passionate about creating technical 

solutions and services that help your equipment perform faster, 

harder, smoother and more efficiently.

To do this, we invest in:

 , attracting and hiring scholars, engineers and 

specialists from across the globe who are experts in  

mechanical power transmission, antifriction bearing design, 

tribology, metallurgy, clean steel production, precision 

manufacturing, metrology and engineered surfaces and 

coatings.

 , including state-of-the-art laboratories, computers 

and manufacturing equipment.

 , identifying new concepts that make you a 

standout in your industry for years to come. Our ongoing  

investment in research and development activities allows 

us to grow our capabilities, expand our product and service 

portfolio, and deliver value over the long term.

We’re committed to finding new avenues for 

system sustainability. In the area of power 

density, we’re creating systems where 

we replace larger, more cumbersome 

components with smaller, more efficient 

bearings to help improve systems’ 

performance.

Wherever you’re located, you can count 

on us at technology centers in North 

America, Europe and Asia - as well as 

in our manufacturing facilities and field 

offices on six continents - to develop ideas 

and resources to transform your concepts 

into reality. 

erm.
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A BRAND YOU CAN TRUST
The Timken brand stands for quality, innovation  

and dependability. 

We take pride in the quality of our work, and you 

gain the peace-of-mind of knowing that each 

box contains an industry-trusted product. As our 

founder, Henry Timken, said, “Don’t set your name to 

anything you will ever have cause to be ashamed of.”

We continue this mindset through the Timken Quality 

Management System (TQMS). With TQMS, we promote 

continuous quality improvements in our products and 

services to our global operations and supply chain networks. 

It helps us ensure that we’re consistently applying quality 

management practices throughout the company. We also 

register each of our production facilities and distribution 

centers to the appropriate quality system standards for the  

industries they serve.

ABOUT THE TIMKEN COMPANY
The Timken Company keeps the world turning with innovative 

friction management and power transmission products and 

services that are critical to help hard-working machinery to 

perform efficiently and reliably. With sales of $4.1 billion in 

2010, and operations in 30 countries with approximately 20,000 

people, Timken is Where You Turn® for better performance.
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ABOUT THIS CATALOG
Timken offers an extensive range of bearings and accessories 

in both imperial and metric sizes. For your convenience, size 

ranges are indicated in millimeters and inches. Contact your 

Timken sales representative to learn more about our complete 

line for the special needs of your application. 

USING THIS CATALOG
We are committed to providing our customers with maximum 

service and quality. This publication contains dimensions, 

tolerances and load ratings as well as an engineering section 

describing fitting practices for shafts and housings, internal 

clearances, materials and other bearing features. It can 

provide valuable assistance in the initial consideration of the 

type and characteristics of the bearing that may best suit your  

particular needs. 

Every reasonable effort has been made to ensure the accuracy 

of the information contained in this writing, but no liability is 

accepted for errors, omissions or for any other reason.

Timken products are sold subject to Timken’s terms and 

conditions of sale, including its limited warranty and remedy. 

Please contact your Timken sales representative with 

questions.

CATALOG FEATURES
Dimensional and load rating data, within the various types and 

styles of bearings, is organized by size.

ISO and ANSI/ABMA, as used in this publication, refer to 

the International Organization for Standardization and the 

American National Standards Institute/American Bearing 

Manufacturers Association. 

NOTE
Product performance is affected by many factors beyond the control 
of Timken. Therefore, the suitability and feasibility of all designs 
and product selections should be validated by you. This catalog 
is provided solely to give you, a customer of Timken or its parent 
or affiliates, analysis tools and data to assist you in your design.  
No warranty, expressed or implied, including any warranty of fitness 
for a particular purpose, is made by Timken. Timken products and 
services are sold subject to a Limited Warranty. 

You can see your Timken representative for more information.
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SHELF LIFE AND STORAGE  
OF GREASE-LUBRICATED BEARINGS  
AND COMPONENTS
Timken guidelines for the shelf life of grease-lubricated rolling 

bearings, components and assemblies are set forth below. 

Shelf life information is based on test data and experience. 

Shelf life should be distinguished from lubricated bearing/

component design life as follows:

Shelf life of the grease-lubricated bearing/component 

represents the period of time prior to use or installation. The 

shelf life is a portion of the anticipated aggregate design life. It 

is impossible to accurately predict design life due to variations 

in lubricant bleed rates, oil migration, operating conditions, 

installation conditions, temperature, humidity and extended 

storage.

Shelf life values, available from Timken, represent a maximum 

limit – and assume adherence to the Timken suggested storage 

and handling guidelines. Deviations from Timken’s storage and 

handling guidelines may reduce shelf life. Any specification or 

operating practice that defines a shorter shelf life should be 

used. Timken cannot anticipate the performance of the grease 

lubricant after the bearing or component is installed or placed 

in service.

STORAGE
Timken suggests the following storage guidelines for its 

finished products (bearings, components and assemblies, 

hereinafter referred to as “Products”):

  Unless directed otherwise by Timken, Products should be 

kept in their original packaging until they are ready to be 

placed into service.

 Do not remove or alter any labels or stencil markings on  

the packaging.

 Products should be stored in such a way that the packaging 

is not pierced, crushed or otherwise damaged.

 After a Product is removed from its packaging, it should be 

placed into service as soon as possible.

  When removing a Product that is not individually  

packaged from a bulk pack container, the container should 

be resealed immediately after the Product is removed.

 Do not use Product that has exceeded its shelf life as  

defined in Timken’s shelf life guidelines statement.

 The storage area temperature should be maintained  

between 0º C (32º F) and 40º C (104º F); temperature  

fluctuations should be minimized.

 The relative humidity should be maintained below 60  

percent and the surfaces should be dry.

 The storage area should be kept free from airborne  

contaminants such as, but not limited to, dust, dirt,  

harmful vapors, etc.

 The storage area should be isolated from undue vibration.

  Extreme conditions of any kind should be avoided.

Inasmuch as Timken is not familiar with a customer’s 

particular storage conditions, these guidelines are strongly 

suggested. However, the customer may very well be required 

by circumstance or applicable government requirements to 

adhere to stricter storage requirements.
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Proper maintenance and handling practices are critical. 
Always follow installation instructions and 

maintain proper lubrication.

Never spin a bearing with compressed air. 
The rollers may be forcefully expelled.

     WARNING
Failure to observe the following warnings could 

create a risk of death or serious injury.

A

Most bearing 

types are typically 

shipped protected 

with a corrosion-

preventive compound 

that is not a lubricant. 

Such bearings may be 

used in oil-lubricated 

applications without 

removal of the corrosion-

preventive compound. When 

using some specialized grease 

lubrications, it is advisable to remove 

the corrosion-preventive compound before 

packing the bearings with suitable grease.

Some bearing types in this catalog are prepacked with general 

purpose grease suitable for their normal application. Frequent 

replenishment of the grease may be necessary for optimum 

performance. Care must be exercised in lubricant selection, 

however, since different lubricants are often incompatible. 

When specified by the customer, other bearings may be 

ordered pre-lubricated.

Upon receipt of a bearing shipment, ensure that the bearings 

are not removed from their packaging until they are ready 

for mounting so that they do not become corroded or 

contaminated. Bearings should be stored in an appropriate 

atmosphere in order that they remain protected for the 

intended period.

Any questions concerning shelf life or storage should be 

directed to your local sales office. 
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TIMKEN 
® CYLINDRICAL ROLLER 

BEARINGS - Offering Selection and 
Superior Performance
Your success depends on the performance of your equipment, 

especially when it faces harsh environments and high radial 

loads. To keep your uptime high and downtime low, turn to 

Timken® cylindrical roller bearings.

Cooler operating temperatures. High durability. Longer-lasting 

performance. A wide range of sizes. Our brand stands for 

high quality, reliability and outstanding performance. Your 

applications may run better, produce more and experience 

improved uptime when equipped with Timken cylindrical roller 

bearings. As a result, you see a reduction in overall operating 

costs.

Each bearing is backed by a skilled team of global experts, 

providing you with the industry’s best design, application 

knowledge and 24/7 field-engineering support.

Featuring premium cages, unique internal geometries, 

enhanced surface textures and compact designs, these 

bearings meet or exceed expectations for longer bearing life.

A radial cylindrical roller bearing consists of an inner and/or 

outer ring and a complement of controlled-contour cylindrical 

rollers. Depending on the style of bearing, either the inner or 

the outer ring will have two roller-guiding ribs. The other ring, 

separable from the assembly, has one rib or none. The ring 

with two ribs axially locates the position of the roller assembly. 

The diameters of these ribs may be used to support the roller. 

One of the ribs may carry light thrust loads when an opposing 

rib is provided in the mating ring.

The quality of our materials is just as important as our 

designs in helping machines run more efficiently. We’re the 

only bearing manufacturer in the world that makes our own 

steel. By using clean, high-alloy steel in our cylindrical roller 

bearings, we can ensure the overall quality of our product. 

We also implement our Worldwide Quality Standards in 

every manufacturing facility so that each bearing meets 

the same performance standards wherever in the world it’s 

manufactured. 

You can select product from a complete line of high-

performance cylindrical roller bearings. Our product line 

includes full-complement, one-, two- and four-row designs, all 

developed to meet your application requirements. Sizes range 

from 60 mm (2.5591 in.) to 2000 mm (78.7402 in).

Updates are made periodically to this catalog. Visit  

Roller Bearing Catalog. 

 
TYPES AND SIZES

Bearing Type Available Size Range

Single-row 60 - 2000 mm (2.3622 - 78.7402 in.)

Full-complement (NCF) 100 - 2000 mm (3.9370 - 78.7402 in.)

Two-row 80 - 2000 mm (3.1496 - 78.7402 in.)

Four-row 140 - 2000 mm (4.7244 - 78.7402 in.)

Timken cylindrical roller bearings effectively reduce friction and 

help transmit power in applications like:

 Power generation 

 Oil fields

 Crop shears

 Gear drives

 Hoists

 Metals construction

 Mining

 Aggregate processing

 Pumps

 Rolling mills

 Wheel-end planetaries

 Wind energy

 Other industrial equipment
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